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SPATIOTEMPORAL IMAGING OF SELF-PULSING
NANOSECOND DISCHARGES
Mário Janda1, Karol Hensel1, Andrej Buček1, Viktor Martišovitš1, Zdenko
Machala1
1

Faculty of Mathematics, Physics and Informatics, Comenius University, Mlynská dolina, 84248
Bratislava, Slovakia
E-mail: janda@fmph.uniba.sk
A streamer-to-spark transition in a self-pulsing transient spark (TS) discharge of positive polarity
was investigated using a fast iCCD camera. The entire temporal evolution of the TS, including the
primary streamer, the secondary streamer, and the transition to spark was recorded with 2 ns time
resolution. Additionally, a streak camera like images were obtained using spatiotemporal
reconstruction of the discharge emission detected by a photomultiplier tube with light collection
system placed on a micrometric translation stage. With increasing TS repetition frequency f (from
~1 to 6 kHz), the increase of the propagation velocity of both the primary and the secondary
streamer was observed. Accelerating propagation of the secondary streamer crossing the entire gap
could explain short streamer-to-spark transition times τ (~100 ns) at f above ~3 kHz. Acceleration
of the primary and secondary streamers and shortening of τ with increasing f was attributed to the
memory effect composed of pre-heating, pre-ionization, or gas composition changes induced by
the previous TS pulses.

1. Introduction

Streamer-to-spark transition leading to the gas breakdown is a critical issue when working with
various atmospheric pressure electrical discharges, as well as in the design of high voltage (HV)
devices and switches. The most typical approach preventing the spark breakdown is to maintain the
low temperature plasma character and to prevent excessive discharge currents. On the other hand,
periodic streamer-to-spark transition with restricted spark phase can bring multiple benefits in various
applications of non-thermal plasmas, such as local and transient elevation of the gas temperature,
formation of hydrodynamic expansion, producing high concentrations of reactive species, etc. [1-5].
A relatively simple discharge operating with periodic streamer-to-spark transition and controlled spark
phase is the transient spark (TS) discharge [5-7].
The TS is typically generated in atmospheric pressure air or other gases between metal electrodes in
point-to-plane configuration with distance d = 4-10 mm, by a DC HV power supply connected to the
electrodes via a series resistor R = 5-10 MΩ (Figure 1). Both polarities are possible, but here we
present a study of positive polarity TS discharge with anode as the HV point electrode. The TS is
initiated by a primary streamer creating a relatively conductive plasma bridge between the electrodes.
It enables partial discharging of the internal capacity C of the electric circuit, and a local gas heating
inside the plasma channel [7]. When the gas temperature T inside the plasma channel reaches ~1000 K,
a very short (~10-100 ns) high current (>1 A) spark current pulse appears (Figure 2).
During the spark phase lasting only a few tens of nanoseconds, the internal circuit capacity C
discharges completely and the potential V on the HV electrode drops to almost zero. Transition to
steady-state arc after the spark is restricted by the ballast resistor R, and the discharge starts to decay
after the V drop. Eventually, the potential V starts to gradually increase as the capacity C recharges.
A new TS pulse, initiated by a new primary streamer, occurs when V reaches the breakdown voltage
again. The TS is thus characteristic of the repetitive primary streamer formation transiting to the spark,
with the frequency f in the kHz range. The increase of f, achieved by increasing the generator voltage
[6], is accompanied by changes of several TS characteristics (decrease of the breakdown voltage,
smaller and broader spark current pulses). It also influences the breakdown mechanism via shortening
of the streamer-to-spark transition time (τ) [7]. These frequency-dependent phenomena occur due to
the various 'memory' effects (especially pre-heating, pre-ionization and gas composition changes by
previous TS pulses) in the gap. The objective of this paper is to explore the changes of the breakdown
mechanism in the TS discharge due to the memory effects in greater detail.
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the experimental setup.

Fig. 2. Typical waveforms of transient spark discharge.

2. Experimental setup

Besides electrical measurements, various non-invasive optical spectroscopic methods are commonly
used to investigate the plasma characteristics. Due to fast changes of plasma properties in short pulsed
discharges such as TS, time-resolved techniques with ~1 ns time resolution must be used. This can be
accomplished by using intensified high speed CCD cameras [3, 7-9]. In order to achieve high spatial
resolution, iCCD microscopy technique can be employed [10]. Fast streak cameras and cross-
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correlation spectroscopy also provide valuable information about the evolution of transient discharge
events [11, 12]. We performed time resolved imaging of the TS using a fast iCCD camera Andor iStar.
Since the TS is a self-pulsing discharge, the synchronization between TS current pulses and the iCCD
camera cannot be provided by an external trigger generator. Instead, the current signal of the TS itself
was used to trigger the acquisition of the optical signal. The discharge current signal, linked to the
200 MHz digitizing oscilloscope Tektronix TDS2024, was measured on a 50 Ω or 1 Ω resistor shunts.
The measurement of the discharge current on these shunts enabled us to synchronize the acquisition of
the emission either with the beginning of the primary streamer (50 Ω shunt), or with the beginning of
the spark (1 Ω shunt). As the current pulse reached a specified value, a TTL generator sent a voltage
pulse to the iCCD camera to initiate the light acquisition. However, the initial ~45 ns of the emission
were impossible to acquire due to a delay caused by the trigger generator, the transmission time of the
signal by BNC cables, and the camera insertion delay. For this reason we built an optical system
consisting of two parabolic and five planar mirrors so that the light emitted by the discharge travels
~16 m before it reaches the iCCD camera (Figure 1). The disadvantage of this approach was a
complicated alignment of the optical system and weak signal. However, resulting delay of the optical
signal enabled us to visualize the entire evolution of the streamer-to-spark transition in the TS.
Additionally to the iCCD temporal imaging, the spatiotemporal evolution of the discharges was
analyzed by a photomultiplier tube (PMT). The light collection system was set on a micrometric
translation stage to enable mapping of the light emission along the electrode's axis (2 points/mm).
A cylindrical lens was used in the optical system to collect all the light in the plane perpendicular to
the electrode's axis to avoid missing any discharge channel. The waveforms of the discharge current
and PMT signal averaged over 128 individual discharges were recorded by the oscilloscope and
subsequently processed and visualized. Processing of the PMT signals in the gap space and in time
(2 ns resolution) enabled us to reconstruct the propagation of the streamer, secondary streamer and
spark, with the visual output equivalent to a streak camera.

3. Results and Discussion

When the iCCD camera was synchronized with the beginning of the primary streamer current pulse,
the propagation of the light from the anode to the cathode was observed. Figure 3 shows a sequence of
the iCCD images obtained for the TS with f ≈ 4 kHz, gate width 2 ns, ~250 accumulations, d = 5 mm.
The light propagation from the needle anode across the gap to the cathode in the time interval from 2
to 12 ns was appointed to the primary streamer. This streamer created a relatively conductive plasma
bridge that after a certain delay enables transition to the spark. The spark itself is preceded by another
light wave starting from the anode (time interval 16-36 ns), appointed to the so called secondary
streamer. This name was given by Loeb who suggested it was a new ionization wave [13], but it is
governed by the attachment processes [14]. The distribution of the attachment rate along the plasma
filament generated by the primary streamer results in the reduced electric field E/N increase near the
anode [14-17]. A decrease in the gas density N leads to the extension of this region with the increased
E/N, i.e. the secondary streamer propagation, as was shown in the model of Bastien and Marode [14].
After the secondary streamer reaches the cathode, the spark may be launched. It takes a few tens of ns
more before the actual spark appears (Figure 3). The earliest sparks appeared ~70 ns after the
beginning of the streamer, the highest probability of the spark onset was around 90 ns. The delay
between the onset of spark and the moment when the secondary streamer reaches the cathode is
probably because an additional heating of the plasma channel up to observed ~1000 K is needed. This
suggests that the final step in the breakdown is governed by the mechanism suggested by Marode [18]:
the increase of T in the channel leads to an increase of the pressure, which is followed by
a hydrodynamic channel expansion that empties the core of the channel and decreases the gas density
N. For this reason, a reduced electric field strength E/N in the plasma channel increases and accelerates
the electron-impact ionization. When the iCCD camera was synchronized with the beginning of the
spark pulse, the emitted light appeared simultaneously in the entire plasma channel: no propagation of
the light from the anode to the cathode was observed. We suppose that the E/N was high enough so
that the ionization processes dominate along the entire discharge channel.
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Fig. 3. Time resolved iCCD images of the TS discharge, f ≈ 4 kHz, d = 5 mm, camera gate width 2 ns,
accumulated over ~250 pulses. The time delay with respect to the streamer initiation is indicated on
individual frames. The brightness of images is shown relative (normalized) in each frame, the actual
light emission of the secondary streamer is stronger than of the streamer, and that of the spark is much
more intense than both streamer and secondary streamer.
The average streamer propagation velocity estimated from Fig. 3 was ~5×10 7 cm/s, the secondary
streamer was only ~2 times slower. More precise determination of these velocities, including their
evolution along the gap was possible from the spatiotemporal reconstruction of PMT measurements
(Figures 4 and 5). While the primary streamer accelerates as it approaches the anode, the secondary
streamer slows down. The velocities of both primary and secondary streamers increase with f
(Figure 6). According to the model of Bastien and Marode [14], the propagation of the secondary
streamer can be explained by the increase of N. From faster propagation of the secondary streamers at
higher TS frequencies we could thus deduce faster decrease of N. Assuming that decrease of N is
caused by the heating of the gas inside the plasma channel, the heating should be faster at higher TS
frequencies. This agrees with our previous experimental findings [7].

Fig. 4. Visualization of the streamer and secondary streamer from spatiotemporal reconstruction of the
PMT signals (i.e. streak camera-like image), TS, f ≈ 2.2 kHz, d = 7 mm.

Fig. 5. Visualization of the streamer and secondary streamer from spatiotemporal reconstruction of the
PMT signals (i.e. streak camera-like image), TS, f ≈ 6 kHz, d = 7 mm.
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Fig. 6. Primary and secondary streamer propagation velocities as functions of TS repetition frequency.
The fast propagation of the secondary streamer through the whole gap could explain short streamer-tospark transition times in TS at repetition frequencies above 3 kHz. At lower TS repetition frequencies,
the initial velocity of the secondary streamer is also relatively high, but it does not propagate through
the whole gap (Figure 4). These implies that the role of the secondary streamer on the breakdown
increases with the increasing f. We suppose that this change in the streamer-to-spark transition
mechanism is due to the memory effects induced by the previous TS pulses. The secondary streamer is
governed by the attachment controlled processes, and the pre-heating can decrease the attachment rate
due to decrease of N or by the acceleration of thermal detachment reactions. Accumulation of species
such as atomic oxygen could increase the collisional detachment rate.

4. Conculsions

We investigated the breakdown mechanism in the Transient Spark (TS) discharge in atmospheric
pressure air, using time resolved imaging techniques. The TS is a self-pulsing discharge initiated by a
streamer, with the subsequent short spark current pulse. The TS repetition frequency (1-10 kHz) can
be controlled by the applied voltage. Despite this repetition frequency is not absolutely regular, we
succeeded to observe the emission from the complete TS event. The iCCD camera was triggered by
the rising slope of the streamer current pulse and the light was delayed by the system of mirrors.
The disadvantage of this approach is complicated alignment of the optical system. Less effort was
needed to obtain streak camera like pictures from set of optical emission intensity profiles measured
by the PMT module. The signal from the PMT module was also synchronized by the rising slope of
the streamer current pulse.
Based on the obtained images we suppose that the role of the so called attachment control processes
[14] and secondary streamer on the breakdown mechanism increases with the increasing TS repetition
frequency. The fast propagation of the secondary streamer through the whole gap at TS repetition
frequencies above 3 kHz can explain the significant shortening of the streamer-to-spark transition time.
The increasing propagation velocities of streamers and secondary streamers with increasing TS
repetition frequency is probably due to a memory effect (pre-heating, pre-ionization, or gas
composition changes) induced by previous TS pulses. Further research is required, including kinetic
modeling, to verify this hypothesis and distinguish the respective contributors to the memory effect.
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